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SIFU’S CORNER 
Spring has arrived and I’m looking forward to the warmer temperatures 
and greener scenery. March was pretty busy and we had a lot of things 
going on at the school. And it looks like the upcoming months are going 
to be just as busy! 

In the beginning of the month, we hosted a buddy week for our youth 
program which ended in a Nerf Wars on the Saturday after. We had 
over 50 kids competing in a Nerf style tournament and all the kids left 
sweating and smiling. It’s awesome to see the school transform into a 
Nerf Combat Zone and the kids always have a blast. 

The following weekend we hosted Guro Dan Inosanto for a 2-day 
seminar in JKD and the Filipino Martial Arts. It’s one of my favorite 
times of the year and to be able to spend the weekend with him is 
always an honor. Thanks to everyone who came out and made the seminar a success. Even 
though Guro was a little under the weather, he didn’t disappoint and everyone walked away 
feeling like they were in the presence of greatness and learned a ton from this martial arts 
legend. 

On Friday, March 22nd, Ms. Kathy went out to St. Kevin’s and did a Girls’ Empowerment 
workshop for a Brownie Girl Scout Troop. She taught them about self-awareness, environmental 
awareness, stranger danger and how to become bully proof. For anyone in a Girl or Boy Scout 
troop, if you are interested in having PMA lead one of these for your troops, just contact the front 
desk. We love to do things out in the community! 

April at Progressive Martial Arts is dedicated to 
fundraising efforts for St. Jude Children’s 
Research Hospital, a facility that is funded purely 
by donations and helps kids with cancer and other 
rare diseases. We have been donating to St. Jude 
for over 10 years now and this year, we hope to 
raise over $5000 for this special cause. We end 
the month with a special kick-a-thon on Friday, 
April 26th so save the date. More details about the 
fundraising efforts are included in this newsletter. 

Finally, we just put a fresh coat of paint on the 
exterior of the school and buffed the wood floors in 
the lobby. New signs are coming as well. We’re 
sprucing up the school just in time for Spring and 
we hope you enjoy all the improvements! Looking 
forward to an amazing April! 
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MARCH HIGHLIGHTS 

This April, every 2 Facebook check-ins or reviews at Progressive 
Martial Arts will provide a minute of therapy to a child with autism! We’re 
working with Causely and The Autism Site to make it happen. You can 
add #autismawareness to promote the cause. For more information 
about this month’s charity, check out theautismsite.greatergood.com

CHECK-IN AND DO SOME GOOD! 

QUICK RECAP - SIFU DAN INOSANTO SEMINAR
Progressive Martial Arts hosted Sifu Dan Inosanto for the 
22nd year in a row for a two day seminar in JKD and the 
Filipino Martial Arts. With over 90 participants per day, Sifu 
Dan taught us not only the martial arts but the historical 
context and oral history that only a martial arts legend could 
provide. At 82 years young, he is still able to move with such 
ease and skill and he provided such an example of what a 
true martial artist does. He continues to learn and grow and 
his contribution to his students is boundless. Thanks to 
everyone who came out and took part in this momentous 
event!

SUBMISSION ONLY GRAPPLING INVITATIONAL
It was the SOGI’s first competition. Rules included 
Unlimited Time Limits for Bantam, Welter, Middle and 
Heavyweights with submission only rule sets. There were 
also super fights on the card which were 10 minute 
submission or draw rule sets. 
Austin Cooper and Li He participated in the Super Fights. Li 
defeated his opponent handily with a heel hook submission. 
Austin’s match was one-sided the whole time where he had 
some arm bar attempts and time got stopped while he was 
mounted with a guillotine in. Match ended as a draw.

Congratulations to both competitors and to their coaches!

DOWNLOAD OUR NEW MOBILE APP! 
With our New App: 
• Sign Up For Events 
• Shortcuts to Schedules, Social Media, & More  
• Curriculum & How To Videos (Coming Soon) 
• Notification Updates & Announcements 
• Convenient and Easy To Use  
• IT'S FREE!

STUDIO CODE IS OUR 
PHONE NUMBER 

7184610700

http://theautismsite.greatergood.com
http://theautismsite.greatergood.com
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STUDENT SPOTLIGHT: BRIAN EDMUNDSON 
PMA has some of the most kind and friendly 
students and we are truly lucky to be able to 
have a student body of such high caliber. One 
of these students is Brian Edmundson, a 
student in our JKD and Kali program. 

Brian started his martial arts journey at the 
age of 18 when he started boxing. “I did this 
for a while until school and work took up most 
of my time.” He decided once again to train in 
his 40’s and studied Shaolin Kempo Karate 
because he enjoyed the empty hand aspect 
of it. 

More recently, Brian started researching the 
best martial arts for the street and self-
defense and Kali and JKD were the ones that 
came up the most. He says, “I did study Kali 
for a while with someone else, but I knew 
something was missing. I saw a YouTube 
video on PMA and decided to check it out. 
After an introductory session and a few 
lessons later, I knew I found the system I was 
looking for.” He’s been at PMA for about a 
year now and is currently a Green Belt in JKD 
and trains in Kali twice a week. 

“What I enjoy about training at PMA is both the physical and mental challenges it offers. I am 
always learning something new and I don’t feel pressured to train above my physical 
capabilities.” he says. “I also like that PMA offers a full range of systems, from weapons to 
stand up and ground fighting.” Brian’s main goal in studying at PMA is to use the training to 
keep in shape and healthy. “I would like to complete the JKD program and one day get some 
type of certification in Kali.”

He attributes his longevity and consistency to “the realization that every day that I can wake 
up healthy enough to train is a gift. Sometimes we take that for granted. Also, I never like to 
get caught up with competing with other people. We all have our strength and weaknesses. I 
compete mostly with myself and ask myself, “Am I better than yesterday?”

Outside of martial arts, Brian enjoys music and he’s learning the guitar. 

Congratulations, Brian!



Leah Aronov
Joshua Aronov
Aiden Aronov
Noah Aronov
Pablo Leon-Celdran
Jason Tsesmelis
VC Sonny

Neeraj Kashyal
Derek Itwaru
Brendan Jones
Kelly Wang
Christopher Urguiles
Erick Ilizarov
Robert Sadykov

Rahul Soni
Tristan Pereyra
Joane Eom
Ori David
Quasim Majolagbe
Jalen Gaskins
Isabelle Kemmett

Mavryck Lee
Taha Maouhoub
Christopher Bruno
Alexander Martinez
Sarah Williams

April Calendar
➡  April 5: Explorer/Lil Dragon/Lil Warrior BBC/Lil Warrior Testing
➡  April 6: Warrior Testing
➡  April 21-26: Buddy Week
➡  April 24: Adult JKD Testing
➡  April 26: St. Jude Kickathon
➡  April 27: Warrior Phase 3 Testing

Welcome New Students

APRIL Birthdays
4/3: Alexander Sanchez
4/4: Joshua Aronov
4/4: Alexis Bissman
4/6: Sebastian Munoz
4/6: Nick Torrico
4/7: Jonathan Bardolf
4/7: Victor Nigro
4/9: Dylan Lau
4/9: David Mavashev
4/10: Aloni Fetaya
4/11: Ava Dingle

4/11: Mike Moller
4/12: Joshua Levy
4/13: Michael Israilov
4/13: Brian Jaklitsch
4/13: Dawn Kebrich
4/14: Adam Bangiev
4/14: Eric Rolon
4/16: Jonathan Natanielov
4/17: Brendon Grabin
4/17: Alex Kurz
4/18: Dwayne Leake

4/18: Brianna Lee
4/19: Bill Brady
4/19: Lishai Sakas
4/20: Aaron Alcantara
4/20: Huascar Fernandez
4/21: Logan Ilenko
4/23: Giselle Vargas
4/24: Penelope Caceres
4/24: Zacchariah Midi
4/24: David Wong
4/24: Melanie Zafiridis

4/25: Sara Ocasio
4/26: Franklin Cedeno
4/26: John Del Vecchio
4/26: Stefano Kokolis
4/27: Joel Kimyagarov
4/28: Alana James
4/28: Parth Pathania
4/29: Timothy Jones
4/29: Sarah Klein
4/30: Liam Burgess
4/30: Luca Mucciardi

Thank You…

Francis Celdran for referring Pablo Leon-Celdran
Professor Brandon Bennett for referring Brendan Jones & Derek Itwaru

John Venetis for referring Christopher Urguiles
Mojib Mihrabizada for referring Robert Sadykov and Rahul Soni

Snir David for referring Ori David
Brendan Grabin for referring Christopher Bruno

Welcome 
Back!

Maurice Nicoleau
Tiberius Lee

KICK-A-THON 
FRIDAY, APRIL 26TH 2019 

DONATE TODAY!
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